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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description Description 2023 Jayco Eagle HT 27RS, Jayco Eagle HT fifth wheel 27RS
highlights: Kitchen Island Front Private Bedroom Tri-Fold Sofa USB Charging
Ports Outside Shower You're going to feel right at home in this fifth wheel! The
kitchen island makes your meal prepping easier and you can enjoy your meals at
the free standing table and chairs. There is plenty of storage space throughout
between the overhead cabinets, the entry wardrobe, the kitchen pantry, and the
wardrobe/linen closet in the front private bedroom. The bedroom also has a
queen bed with wardrobes and nightstands on either side to set your glass of
water or phone. After a fun day of exploring, you can freshen up in the full
bathroom with the shower and then relax in the rear living area on either the tri-
fold sofa or the theater seating across from the entertainment center which has
an optional fireplace to add for even more comfort! The Jayco Eagle HT fifth
wheels and travel trailers include many features to make camping easier than
ever! They are lightweight, making them easy to tow, and the JAYCOMMAND
"Smart RV" system lets you control your RV's functions from a tablet or
smartphone! Each model is constructed with Stronghold VBL lamination, the
lightest, yet strongest in the industry, along with a durable Magnum Truss roof
system that can withstand 4,500 lbs. The 4 Star Handling Package includes
Goodyear Endurance tires, Dexter axles with Nev-R-Adjust brakes and E-Z lube
hubs, and a MORryde CRE-3000 rubberized suspension for hassle-free towing.
Head inside to find handcrafted and glazed doors, drawers, and trim, residential
vinyl flooring, blackout roller shades, plus many more at-home comforts. These
models are also pre-wired for an inverter and you can add the optional solar
packages to enjoy off-grid camping when the adventure calls for it! Sleeps 4
Slideouts 2

0 mi
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2023 Jayco Eagle HT 27RS $48,711
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 72365
VIN Number: 1UJCA0BR5P1PE0200
Condition: New

Item address 1040 Saltillo Road, 68430, Roca, Nebraska, United States
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